Case study 1 (Modelling by example)

Jean harris, born in Magdeburg and living in street Breiter weg number 4, wants to buy some household appliances (electrical domestic products) for his new flat. He plans for tomorrow to have a new or used fridge, mark X; but in case of a used one, it should be not more than one year. Also, he requires that the price should not go beyond 200 Euros.

1. Could you draw up an E-R model for Jean and any of his colleagues (students)?
For his tee, he want rather two water machines. Is that changes something to the model?

We have to change only cardinality in case 1!
3. For used electric things, he prefers to have them from friends. New things are rather bought from any store in the center of the city and which has opened in the last three years. Is our E-R to be adapted?